We solve a variant of Gauss' problem for grotesque continued fraction using the approach of dependence with complete connections.
1. Introduction. For a very readable account of Gauss' introduction of a measure to study ordinary continued fraction expansions, see [3] . In [7] Rieger introduced the grotesque continued fraction expansion for an irrational number y of the interval Y = [G -2, G], with G = (v/5 + l)/2, as follows. Let ex(y) = signy. Then exy~1 can be written uniquely as exy~x = ax(y) + T(y) with a, > 1, ax = 1 (mod2). Because T(y) e Y the above process can be inductively continued and as a consequence we get ( 
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where otn e TV, a" = 1 (mod2), en e {-1,1), a" + e" > 1, n = 1,2,_The expression (1.1) is called the grotesque continued fraction expansion of y. The iterated maps of T are T"y = «"+i(.y).---i = l,2,.
with T0^ = y. Let /a be a nonatomic probability measure on the rj-algebra of the Borel sets of Y and define
with (^(w) = jn([G -2,w)). Here, using the approach of dependence with complete connections, we find the limit lim u(T" < w) = 1 n-* oc and estimate the error (T" < w) -1 to be 0(q"). Our result generalizes and improves that which Rieger obtained using another method (see and the desired result follows. We now assume that V0' exists and is bounded (u has bounded density). By induction we have that V¿, n g TV *, exist and are bounded as well. By differentiating the above Gauss-type equation we obtain Further, we denote by U the associated Markov operator of the RSCC (2.3) with the transition probability function Q(-, ■). Then Q"(-, ■) will be the transition probability function after n paths of the same Markov chain (see [4] ). Proposition 3.1. The RSCC (2.3) is uniformly ergodic.
Moreover, Theorem 2.1.57 of Iosifescu-Theodorescu [2] implies that Q"(-, ■) converges uniformly to a probability Qx and that there exist two positive constants q < 1 and c such that 4. The Gauss-type theorem. Now we are prepared to find the limit of p(T" < w) as n -* oo and the rate of convergence. Taking into account (3.1) there exist two constants c and q < 1 such that \\U% -t/°%\\L < cq" for all n e TV*. 
